United States
Crime Clean-up
National Standard
Computer Chip
MOTHER MARY: At this time of the technology, the police departments
throughout the United States would move to the next level of law enforcement
and the protection of the children, women and men.
Brennus: What you have are computer chips that can be put inside of the bone
marrow and this can be done in an outpatient or clinic environment handcuffing
a person. From this “dog tag” then and from the satellite maps, it is possible to
see from police reports of burglaries who went inside a room to rape a woman
and rob her.
Mathzedes: Normally the attempted entry is more than once before they are
successful.
MOSES: This would constitute the witness in a criminal case. There is no further
need to use the court system’s depositions and questioning except to give the
verdict.
J. Edgar Hoover: Or this determination and match-up of a witness to crime, can
be done at the police department.
MOTHER MARY: How this is done then is for the women to go by the chapter on
stalking by the FBI in the book Obsession that is an unmistakable level in
identifying these. These stalkers so identified would then have a chip put into
their bone marrow. Had this done in the case with Ted Bundy, had it been done
with the Oklahoma City bomber, in those who come back to the county building
as trespassers, the tragedies would not have happened.
Primarily see that this is done at the stalking level, the harassment
identification level, the privacy intrusion level.
MOSES: Part of the reason why this must be done is that we have too many
illegal aliens here. The marijuana-deathdrug-or-opium-den culture is entrenched
of a no-return.
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MOTHER MARY: The child abuse of China does not end even with three
generations later. The child abuse of Mexican children do not end ever including
homosexuality.
NOSTREDAME: They worship in the temples, and they have the 10,000 temples.
That this is their culture.
MOTHER MARY: And those children who have the child abuse can report this to
the police and from there, you will see that these also rape women and other
children, and with today’s technology it is possible to see the exact time of a
photograph of where this chip is to identify another and another raping of the
child.
MOSES: As I am a practical military law general, you would add that should any
of these with the chips be found in a pornography store, that they will
automatically have their driver’s license revoked for the rest of their life.
MOTHER MARY: There is no other way! These elements are out of control in the
United States and a “simple Christian faith” is not enough to curb these
dangerous conditions.
I do not see any other way.
MOSES: Neither do I. You have the technology. Use it.
We also need to dog-tag the thieves. For example, they are part of
organized crime in prostitution, gambling, extortion, killings, and they are in
crime gangs. They then would congregate on the weekends to determine the
next hit. And from the congregation of the dog-tags, this can be seen and the
entire gang of thieves can be killed.
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